
How to Submit Photographs
All photographs must be submitted electronically as JPEG or TIFF files and must be 
accompanied by an entry form.  The deadline for submitting entries is October 7, 
2016.

All entries must be high-resolution JPEG (.jpg or .jpeg) or TIFF (.tif or .tiff) files. The 
image resolution should be 1600 x 1200 pixels minimum.  We suggest using a 
camera that can take photos between six megapixels and 18 megapixels to achieve 
maximum resolution. 

Photos should be emailed to naparcd@gmail.com and should not exceed 25 MB in 
size.

The 2017 Watershed Awareness Calendar 
Needs Your Photos!

The Watershed Information & Conservation Council (WICC) of Napa County and the 
Napa County Resource Conservation District (NCRCD) are looking for photos for the 

educational 2017 Watershed Awareness Calendar.  

The theme of this year’s calendar will be “Hiking Trails of Napa County.” We are 
looking for photographs of publicly accessible open space areas to encourage 

hiking, visitation, and recreation.

We will select twelve photographs to be featured  in the calendar as well as many 
smaller photos to be placed in various spots throughout the calendar.

Share your favorite place to hike and visit! Examples include spaces like: Oat Hill 
Mine Trail, Lake Berryessa, Napa-Bothe State Park, Wetlands Edge Trail, Sonoma 

Marsh, etc.

mailto:naparcd@gmail.com


In the description field on the entry form please identify the location of your 
photograph, and any additional information that you think will be helpful in 
understanding and appreciating the photograph and what it portrays.

You may enter more than one photograph, but the photographs should be sent 
separately due to file size.  

You must fill out an entry form for your photo(s) to be accepted. Your personal 
information only needs to be entered once, but you must provide a title and 
description for each photo you enter. Personal information will be kept private 
and viewable only by NCRCD and WICC staff members.

About Your Entries:

You will retain the copyright and all other rights to photographs you submit 
except for those rights specifically listed below:

You are granting the NCRCD and the WICC a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-
free license to publish the photographs you submit in editorial, educational, 
promotional and other uses. All published photographs will be credited with the 
caption "© Photographer's Name."

Your photo may be cropped, silhouetted, faded or overprinted with other graphic 
elements. You also grant the NCRCD and the WICC the right to use your name in 
connection with the photograph.

Photographs submitted must be the original work and exclusive property of the 
photographer.



2017 Watershed Awareness Calendar
Photo Submission Form

Name: __________________________________________________

Phone #: _________________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________

Image File Name:  ___________________________________________

Location of Photograph:  _______________________________________

_______________________________________

Please describe this photograph.  What makes this hiking area special to you and the 
larger watershed?  What characteristics does this spot have that make it unique?  Tell us 
anything that you would like us to know about this photo.  (Some of this information 
may be used in the calendar along with the photograph if it is chosen.)  
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Submit this form, or an e-mail with details 
and photographs to: naparcd@gmail.com

If you have questions, or need help submitting your photographs, call Eric 
at (707)252-4189 x3120 or email Eric@NapaRCD.org.

By submitting this form, it is hereby agreed:
1. You will retain the copyright and all other rights to photographs you submit except for those rights specifically 
listed  below in lines 2 and 3.

2. You are granting the NCRCD and the WICC a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license to publish the 
photographs you submit in editorial, educational, promotional and other uses. All published photographs will be 
credited with the caption "© Photographer's Name."

3. Your photo may be cropped, silhouetted, faded or overprinted with other graphic elements. You also grant 
the NCRCD and the WICC the right to use your name in connection with the photograph.

4. Photographs submitted must be the original work and exclusive property of the photographer.
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